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INTRODUCTION

The SA-5010A µMatic Memory Keyer is a compact unit with modern design in electronics and
styling. The Memory Keyer uses a microprocessor which keeps component count low and reliability
high. Features of the Memory Keyer include:

1. Up to 10 buffers for storing text or commands. These are variable length buffers, which elimi-
nates wasted memory space. Available memory is also effectively increased by the use of
"command strings" and by a repeat feature which allows you to automatically send a message
up to ten times.

2. An editing feature which allows easy recovery from errors when you load a message buffer.

3. A built-in sidetone oscillator and speaker with variable volume and pitch. A phone jack and ear-
phone are provided for private use.

4. A thin 22-position keypad lets you select character formation, speed character spacing, charac-
ter weighting, message repeat count, buffer number and mode. The sidetone is gated to pro-
vide audible feedback to produce a "click". Illegal entries and error conditions produce a "war-
ble".

5. Integral capacitive "touch" paddles which reduce fatigue. The paddles unplug and store inside
the keyer when not in use. Also, a rear panel jack is provided for an external mechanical pad-
dle assembly.

6. Full "iambic" features.

7. Five LEDs to indicate the current mode of the keyer.

8. A "practice" mode which allows you to send random code groups of random length and se-
lectable types (alpha, alphanumeric and alphanumeric plus punctuation). 100 different repeat-
able random sequences are available, all of which are altered every time you turn on the keyer.

9. A  P/C  key which allows you to pause, manually insert text into a buffer message being sent
and then continue. When you insert a pause character in a message or command string, an
automatic pause is made at that point, so you can manually insert text.

10. CMOS memory with battery backup to retain the buffer contents, as well as the last-selected
speed, spacing, weight and repeat count while the keyer is turned off and unplugged.

11. Selection of either right-handed or left-handed operation from the keypad.

12. Built-in diagnostics that check the microprocessor each time the keyer is turned on and test
RAM when batteries are replaced or when the keyer is reset.

13. Automatic shutoff after more than approximately 15 minutes of non-use.
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ASSEMBLY NOTES

Diese Abschrift des originalen Manuals von 1985 wurde im April 2018 gefertigt. Es wird daher
davon ausgegangen, dass jetzt ein fertig aufgebautes Gerät vorliegt. Auf die Wiedergabe der Auf-
bauhinweise wird daher verzichtet.

This copy of the original manual printed 1985 was made in April 2018. It is therefore assumed that
there is now a ready-built device. The reproduction of the construction instructions is therefore
omitted.

73, Bernd, DC7XJ
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OPERATION

TRANSMITTER TUNE-UP

When you press the  TUNE  key with the keyer in the  NORM·al mode, or when you are paused in
the  SEND  or PRAC tice mode, the transmitter will be keyed continuously. (Note that, if the keyer
is in PAUSE but the current character has not "completed", the  TUNE  key is not active until it
completes). The TUNE function is stopped when you press any key other than TUNE, in which case
that key will also perform its normal function for the current mode, or when you touch either pad-
dle.

SETTING SPEED

When you press one or two digit keys and follow with the  WPM  key, the speed will be set to that
value. The "spacing" is automatically set to the same value. If you desire to space the characters
further apart to achieve a slower net speed, then you must set the spacing after the speed, as is
described in the following paragraph.

SETTING SPACING

It is sometimes desirable to have characters formed at one speed and sent at a slower speed.
When you are learning code or learning to recognize single characters at a high speed, you may
want to insert longer than normal spaces between characters an between words, to allow you
more time to think. You can accomplish this by first selecting the formation speed as described un-
der "Seeting Speed", and then selecting the spacing by pressing one or two digit keys, followed by
the SPC'G  key.

NOTES:
1. If you attempt to select a spacing speed that is greater than the currently set formation speed,

the sidetone will "warble" to indicate the error, and no change will occur.

2. The correspondence between the number you use to set the spacing and the actual net send-
ing speed is not a one-to-one relationship (ratio). The ratios are shown in the graph of Pictorial
6-2 (Illustration Booklet, Page 8).

3. When you press SPC'G  with no preceding digit key, the spacing returns to the same value you
selected with the [WPM] key.

SETTING CHARACTER WEIGHT

The normal ratio of dot/dash/element space is 1:3:1. You can alter this ratio by using the WT 
key. When you press a single digit key n , followed by the WT  key, it sets the timing as follows:

1. If you press WT  with no preceding digit, the normal timing ratio shown above is used. This
means that the length of a dash is three times as long as that of a dot.

2. If n (your specified digit) is between 0 and 4, inclusive, the interelement space is increased in
length, and the dot and dash lengths are correspondingly decreased. This results in a "lighter"
weighting with digit "0" being the lightest. With "0", the length of a dash is 4.4 times that of a
dot.

3. When you select a digit between 5 and 9, inclusive, the interelement space is decreased in
length and the dot and the dash length are correspondingly increased. This results in a "heav-
ier" weighting with digit 9 being the heaviest. With 9, the length of a dash is 2.4 times that of
a dot.
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CODE PRACTICE

Automatic code practice is available by pressing keys n  and PRAC . n  is a single-digit or dou-
ble-digit number and establishes a "seed" for a random character generator. The single digit (or
second digit of a double digit entry) also selects the character types to be generated for practice
as follows:

n = 1 – 3: Sends alpha characters (A through Z)
n = 4 – 6: Sends alphanumeric characters (A – Z and 0 – 9)
n = 7 – 9: Sends alphanumeric characters plus . , ? / – – –
n = 0: Sends alphanumeric characters plus . , ? / – –  – : ; ' " ( !

NOTE: Refer to "Random Code Practice" on Page 13 for sample sequences.

You can end the practice mode with the  STOP  key, and pause with the  P/C  key. As an example:

When you press the 3 5 PRAC  keys, random alphanumeric code groups of random lengths are
sent out, using "35" as a seed. If you use this same speed later, the sequence will repeat (pro-
vided the keyer has not been turned off in the meantime), so you can check your copy.

NOTE: Each time you turn the keyer on, all 100 of the possible "seeds", from 0 to 99, produce dif-
ferent sequences than they did the last time the keyer was on. This "randomization" repeats only
after turning the keyer off and on 64 times (if not RESET). There are therefore 6,400 different, yet
repeatable practice sessions available and each sequence repeats after sending approximately
3000 characters. (Each character is sent either 64 or 128 times. Twice as many vowels as other
characters are sent in Alphanumeric-plus-common-punctuation mode; vowels and easier charac-
ters are likewise favored in the Alphanumeric mode.)

LOADING A MESSAGE BUFFER

Buffers 0 through 9 are available for storage of text sent from the paddles, or of command strings,
which will be described later. All buffer space holds a maximum of 240 characters and wordspaces
(or keystrokes, in the case of a command buffer). When room for 20 or less characters remains in
memory, the pitch of the sidetone drops noticeably as a warning. If you use up the buffer space,
the sidetone will warble, and the keyer will return to the  NORM al mode. (The last character will
be stored.) To store text in a buffer, use the following sequence:

1. Select a comfortable speed as described above.

2. Press the n  key to select the desire buffer. (If you select the wrong digit key by mistake, sim-
ply follow it with the intended key.)

3. Press the  LOAD  key. This clears the buffer and disables the keyer output. At this point, you
should press no other key on the keypad or the keyer will enter the "load command" mode,
and the paddles will become inactive.

4. Begin sending. The keyer will tolerate somewhat inaccurate sending. A paddle closure intended
as part of the character currently being formed, may occur up to one interelement space time
later than would be correct for perfectly formed code. When you reach the end of a word, a
pause of just over 1½ normal wordspaces is required to cause a wordspace "character" to be
stored in the buffer. This makes the intercharacter spacing much less critical, and you will find
it much easier to load text than with other keyers, as long as you follow this one rule.
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The delay between words may be as long as you desire; only one wordspace will occur at that
point. You may store one or more automatic pauses into a buffer by pressing the  P/C  key at
the points you desire. When you send a message, it automatically pauses and allows you to in-
sert text using the paddles. By pressing the  P/C  key, the message will continue from where it
left off.

Characters longer than six dots plus dashes will be ignored and must be re-sent. The only im-
portant exception to this is that, when seven or more dots are sent, it is treated as an ERROR.
The result will be the deletion of the previous character from the buffer (or wordspace, if
enough time has elapsed for the keyer to insert one), which may immediately be re-sent cor-
rectly in order to recover the mis-sent character. One character or wordspace is deleted for
each ERROR character.

5. After you enter the last character, press the  STOP  key to terminate the message and return to
the  NORM al mode. (if you wait 1½+ wordspace times before you press  STOP , a wordspace
will be inserted as the last "character" in the message buffer.)

NOTES:

1. A character of exactly six dots will cause an extra space to occur at that point in the text which
is equal four interelement spaces.

2. A wordspace is normally not stored as the first "character in a buffer. If you desire to load a
wordspace as the first character, activate the dash paddle long enough to form a string of least
seven dashes. Then wait 1½+ wordspace times before you load the first desired Morse charac-
ter.

SETTING THE MESSAGE REPEAT COUNT

You can cause the message buffer to automatically repeat up to nine times (sent up to 10 times)
by first setting the desired repeat count. (Sending a message buffer is explained in the following
paragraph.) When you press the n RPT  keys, this sets the repeat count to n . Any message
buffer you send will then automatically repeat n  times. The repeat count will remain set to this
value until you set it to another number, or reset it to zero by pressing 0 RPT , or simply RPT .

SENDING A MESSAGE BUFFER

A message buffer is sent when you press n  SEND , where n  is the number of the desired mes-
sage. (If you do not specify n , buffer 0 is assumed.) You can stop the message by using one of
the following conditions:

1. The message completes itself after being sent the specified number of times. The keyer will
then return to the  NORM al mode.

2. The message encounters a PAUSE in the message text. You may now insert text by using the
paddles as described earlier. Pressing the  P/C  key will cause the message of continue from
where it left off.

3. When you press the  P/C  key, the keyer will complete the current character without a pause.
(The results are the same as in the previous step.)

4. If you press the  STOP  key, the message will abort immediately.
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NOTE: When you listen to the keyer sidetone, the first character sent after pressing  SEND  may
appear to begin with an extra dot. This is only the keypad "click", which does not key the output
jacks.

LOADING A COMMAND BUFFER

You can use any of the ten buffers to designate a sequence of messages to be sent and, in addi-
tion, alter the speed, spacing, weight and repeat count. This feature makes the Memory Keyer es-
pecially versatile. For example, assume buffers 0 through 4 hold the following data:

#0: 2 0  WPM 2 RPT 1  SEND RPT 2  SEND 2 RPT 4 SPC'G 3  SEND RPT
3 0  WPM 4  SEND

#1: <CALL>
#2: DE
#3: DC7XJ
#4: IN BERLIN <. . . . . .> <. . . . . .> K

When you load the call of a station into buffer #1 and press the  SEND  key, the call will be sent
three times, followed by "DE", then "DC7XJ" sent three times, (all at 20 WPM), followed by the
contents of buffer #4, sent once at 30 WPM, with an extended space before the "K". The keyer
will then return to the  NORM al mode with all the parameters set as they were originally. This is
only one example of what can be accomplished.

When you want to load a command string into a buffer, use the same procedure as when you load
a message, except that if you press a keypad button after you press n  LOAD , the paddles be-
come inactive and he keyer is in the "load command" mode. After you make the last entry, press
 STOP  to return to the  NORM al mode. As when you load text, the pitch of the keypad click will
drop when room for 20 characters remains; the sidetone will warble and the keyer will return to
the  NORM al mode if the last key you press has filled the buffer space.

Here is another example of how you can use a command buffer:

Assume that buffers #0, #1 and #2 are loaded as follows:

#0: DE K8TP UR RST  P/C BERRIEN BERRIEN BK  P/C
BK QSL TU <. . . . . .> <. . . . . .> QRZ K8TP K  P/C

#1: CQ SS CQ SS CQ SS DE MICH DE K8TP K8TP K

#2: 9 RPT  SEND  SEND  SEND  SEND  . . .  SEND

Now, if you desire to participate in a contest, you can establish a contact by pressing 1  SEND .
Once you establish communication, you can transmit a report to the other station by pressing 2
 SEND , and pause for their report. Once you have received their report, you can acknowledge and
request another station to reply by pressing  P/C . The keyer will automatically pause for manual
insertion of "RST" report. (NOTE: Use of the special space character <. . . . . .>, extends the
wordspace before the QRZ.) From this point on, as long as the stations reply to the QRZ, the only
key that you will have to press is  P/C . For each time you loaded the  SEND  key into buffer #2,
buffer #0 will be sent ten times (due to the 9 RPT ).
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NOTES:

1. Any parameters that you change within a command string will return to the values you last set
from the keypad when the keyer returns to the  NORM al mode.

2. You should avoid using extra digit keys in a command buffer since they waste buffer space.

SELF DIAGNOSTICS

Each time you turn the keyer on, a checksum is performed on the contents of the program in
ROM. If this test fails, a steady sidetone will sound and all of the LEDs will light.

When you turn the keyer on for the first time following a battery replacement, a test is run by the
keyer on RAM. If this test is successful, the speed and spacing are both initialized to 20 WPM, the
weight is set to normal, the repeat count set to zero and all the buffers are cleared. If a bad cell is
found, the sidetone will sound a steady tone and no LEDs will light.

RESETTING THE KEYER

When you press the  P/C  and  STOP  keys simultaneously*, the the diagnostics for RAM and ROM
are performed. All the buffers are cleared and the keyer is initialized as in the previous paragraph.

REVERSE PADDLES

When you press the  LOAD  and  SEND  keys simultaneously*, the keyer circuitry toggles between
right-handed and left-handed operation. The keyer always powers up in the right handed mode un-
less you have the left-handed wiring option.

*NOTE: If you press one key slightly ahead of the other, the first key you press will be recognized
as a single closure and will begin to perform its normal function, or cause the sidetone to warble if
it is not a legal key for the current mode. The two keys must be held down long enough so they
can be recognized as a pair. When you release the keys, the keyer will return to the  NORM al
mode.

USING THE PADDLES

The keyer comes with two paddles. When you activate one of the paddles, a string of properly
spaced, self-completing dashes is produced as long as the paddle is held. The other paddle pro-
duces a string of dots in the same manner. The operation of the paddles is the same as on the
older keyers; moving in one direction produces dots and the other direction produces dashes. The
SA5010A will operate the same as a single-paddle keyer if you treat the two paddles as one.

The Main advantage of dual paddles over a single paddle is that both may be activated simultane-
ously to produce a string of alternating dots and dashes. The paddle you touch first determines
whether a dot or a dash will occur first. This result is called "iambic" operation, which is a term de-
scribing the timing of poetic verse. The keyer can remember a dot paddle closure during the send-
ing of a dash and vice versa.

These dot and dash closure memories allow you to insert a dot into a string of dashes by activat-
ing the dot paddle during the dash it is to follow. You may insert a dash into a string of dots in the
same manner. You can send many characters with less effort when you take advantage of this fea-
ture. For example, to send the letter "C" (–·–·), a single paddle keyer would have to move left,
right, left, right. With an iambic keyer, both paddles are activated together with the dash paddle
slightly ahead of the dot paddle. The paddles are released during the second dash. (The last dot
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will be sent due to the action of the dot closure memory). Thus, the character is sent with a simple
"squeezing" of the paddles. This is often referred to as a "squeeze keyer". Several keyer timing ex-
amples are shown in Pictorial 6-4.

PICTORIAL 6-4
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STATUS LEDs

PRAC LOAD PAUSE SEND NORM

ON Normal (power-up) mode

(dim) Normal mode, digit(s) pressed*

ON In "load text" or "load command" mode

ON Sending a message buffer

ON ON Paused while sending a message buffer

ON Paused from a command string

ON Sending code practice

ON ON Paused while sending code practice

* A pressed digit key(s) is "remembered" until you press a function key or  STOP  key. The
 NORM  LED dims to indicate this condition.

SUMMARY OF COMMANDS

1) ON Turn keyer on
2) OFF Turn keyer off
3) n  LOAD  <text>  STOP Clear buffer n and load with <text>
4) n  LOAD  <cmd string>  STOP Load buffer n with <command string>
5) n  SEND Send message n / execute command string n
6)  SEND Send message 0 / execute command string n
7) n RPT Set repeat count to n
8) RPT Set repeat count to zero
9) n PRAC Send code practice
10) n  WPM Set character formation speed and spacing to n
11) n SPC'G Set spacing to n
12) SPC'G Set spacing = formation speed
13) n WT Set weighting to n
14) WT Set normal weighting
15)  TUNE Latch output until other key or paddle is pressed
16)  P/C Pause / Continue sending
17)  STOP End current function
18)  P/C | STOP RESET keyer (keys pressed simultaneously)
19)  LOAD | SEND Reverse paddles (keys pressed simultaneously)

NOTES:

1. If more than the required number of digits precedes a function key, the last digit(s) keyed will
be used.

2. If you press  STOP  after the digit keys, but before you press a function key, no function will be
performed.

3. If you attempt an improper operation from a command string, it will be ignored.

4. The repeat count set with the RPT  key applies only to text buffers.
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PICTORIAL 6-5

TRANSMITTER AND EXTERNAL KEY CONNECTIONS

Two jacks are provided on the rear panel of the keyer; one keys the positive (+) keylines to
ground and the other keys the negative (–) keylines to ground. If you are not sure which jack to
use for a particular transmitter, you may examine the transmitter schematic, or you may simply try
one jack or the other. If you select the wrong jack, the protective diode across the jack inside the
keyer will continuously key the transmitter. NOTE: Use coaxial cable between the keyer and trans-
mitter.

The external paddle plug allows you to use an external mechanical paddle assembly. Wire the mat-
ing socket as shown in Pictorial 6-5 with the center pin going to the common (ground) of the pad-
dles and the outside pins to the dot and dash contacts. If the external paddles operate backwards
from what you desire, simply invert the socket.

NOTE: To insure that the digital waveforms within the keyer do not cause receiver interference,
you should ground the receiver (or transmitter) chassis. Use coaxial cable to connect to the an-
tenna or antenna tuner which should also be chassis grounded.
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EXTERNAL BATTERY CONNECTION

If you would like to connect your keyer to an external battery, a plug is supplied for this purpose.
Wire the plug as shown in Pictorial 6-6. You can wire the plug without concern for polarity, due to
the diode bridge in the keyer. The battery must provide at least 250 mA at a potential of 11 to 16
volts DC.

PICTORIAL 6-6

BATTERY REPLACEMENT

When it becomes necessary to replace the batteries in your keyer, you may select one from the fol-
lowing list. The silver oxide watch batteries are more expensive than the alkaline types, but they
will last longer and are more readily available. NOTE: Leave the keyer plugged in when you are not
using it to prolong the battery life.

Eveready A76*
S76**
357**

Mallory (Duracell) D357**
or 10L14**

Ray-O-Vac RW42**

Varta V13GA*

BULOVA 228**

TIMEX J**

MAXELL G13
or SR44W**

SEARS 8006**

SEIKO SB-B9**

RENATA 7

Other names are: G13, LR44, A76, SR44W,
GP76A, 357 for Alkaline batteries.

* Alkaline
** Silver Oxide

RANDOM CODE PRACTICE

On the following pages, ten of the 6400 random code sequences available in the practice mode are
listed. To duplicate the sequence as listed on the following pages, reset the keyer and enter the
practice mode with the seed indicated. (As noted in the section "Code Practice", each time you
turn on the keyer on without being reset, each of these sequences will be modified.
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IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY

This part of the Manual will help you locate and correct any difficulty which might occur in your
µMatic Memory Keyer. This information is divided into three sections. The first section, "General",
contains suggestions in the following areas:

A. Visual checks and inspection.
B. Precautions to observe when bench testing.
C. How to determine the area of the µMatic Memory Keyer in which the difficulty is

located ("How To Troubleshoot Your Keyer").
D. Locating and correcting both the cause and the effect of a difficulty

("Repairing the Keyer").

The second section consists of a "Troubleshooting Chart". This chart calls out specific problems
that may occur and lists one or more conditions or components that could cause each difficulty.
The resistor R numbers, capacitor C numbers, transistor Q numbers and diode D numbers are
identified in this chart by the same number that are used on the Schematic Diagram. X-Ray Views
are also provided to help you locate the component and test points.

GENERAL

PRECAUTIONS FOR BENCH TESTING

1. Be cautious when testing solid-state circuits. Although transistors and integrated circuits have
almost unlimited life when used properly, they are much more vulnerable to damage from ex-
cessive voltage or current than other circuit components.

2. Be sure you do not short any terminals to ground when making voltage measurements. If the
Probe slips, for example, and shorts out a bias or voltage supply, this could cause damage to
one or more transistors or diodes.

3. Do not remove transistors or integrated circuits while the µMatic Memory Keyer is turned on,
since this could damage the keyer.

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT YOUR KEYER

If you know which area your trouble is in, apply the "Visual Checks" to that area.

You may also go directly to the Troubleshooting Charts to see if the difficulty you are having is
listed in one of the "Problem" columns. If your difficulty is listed there, check the "Possible Causes"
listed for this problem and apply the "Visual Check" listed to the area of difficulty.

REPAIRING THE KEYER

When you make repairs to your keyer, make sure you eliminate the cause as well as the effect of
the difficulty. If, for example, you find a damaged resistor, be sure you find out what it was
(wiring, error etc.) that caused the resistor to become damaged. If the cause is not eliminated, the
replacement resistor may also become damaged when you put the keyer back into operation.
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TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

This Troubleshooting Chart lists specific difficulties that could occur in your µMatic Memory Keyer.
Several possible causes may be listed for each difficulty. Refer to the X-RAY View (page 30) of the
circuit board and the Schematic Diagram to locate and identify the part listed in this chart.

If the particular part is mentioned (U1 for example) as a possible cause, check that part and other
components connected to that part to see that they are installed and/or wired correctly. Also check
for solder bridges and poor connections in the surrounding area. It is also possible for a part to be
faulty and require replacement.

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSES

Keyer inoperative 1. Socket S4 unplugged from U4

Steady sidetone; all LEDs lit 1. U1

Steady sidetone; no LEDs lit 1. U2 and/or U3
2. Low voltage

Auto shutoff occurs too soon 1. Capacitor C9 backwards or defective
2. IC U6

No sidetone 1. ICs U8, U9
2. Transistor Q13
3. Speaker miswired or open

Negative keylines will not key 1. Transistor Q16
2. No –3 volts: diode D2 and D3; capacitors C2 and C3; transis-

tors Q17 and Q18

Random dots and dashes sent
while transmitting

1. Paddle sensitivity set too high
2. RF at the station location*

* If stray RF is a problem at your station location, it may cause random dots and dashs while you
are transmitting. To prevent this from happening, make sure that all of your equipment is
grounded to  common point. In extreme cases, it may be necessary to rest your hand on a metal
plate positioned under the keyer. This plate should also be grounded at the same common point as
the keyer.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Speed Range ..................... 1 to 99 WPM.

Spacing ............................ Less than or equal to Speed.

Number of Buffers ............. 1 to 10. May be used to store text or commands strings.

Buffer Size ........................ 240 characters and/or commands.

Weighting ......................... Normal plus five "light" and five "heavy" settings.

Auto Message Repeat ........ 0 to 9 (Sent one to ten times).

Keyer Output ..................... Solid state: +250 volts @ 100 mA; –200 volts @ 40 mA.

Power Source .................... External plugable transformer or 11 to 16 volt DC, 200 mA source.

Memory Backup ................. 3 miniature cells have a lifetime of 1 year (typical). (There is no bat-
tery drain unless the keyer is removed from the external power
source.)

Paddles ............................. Built-in (removable) capacitive "touch" type, with provision for exter-
nal mechanical paddles.

Sidetone Pitch ................... Approximately 300 – 1500 Hz; adjustable.

Microprocessor .................. Custom 3870

Speed Algorithm ................ Words per minute (WPM) = 2.4 × dots per second.

LED Mode Indicators .......... Normal, Pause, Load, Send, Practice.

Practice Characters ............ A – Z, 0 – 9, Punct.: . , ? / –– ––  –– : ; ' " ( !
Random length code groups of selectable types.

Operating Temp. Range ..... 32 – 104 °F (0 – 40 °C)

Dimensions (less paddles) .. 4-1/8" (W) × 6" (D) × 1-5/8" (H); (10.5 × 15.2 × 4.1 cm)

Weight .............................. 1 lb. 14 oz. (.86 kg)
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

CONTROLLER

The SA-2010A Memory Keyer is controlled mainly by U1 which is a custom 3870 single-chip micro-
processor. This microprocessor services the keypad and paddles, determines basic keyer timing,
keys the sidetone and output circuitry, stores and retrieves data from the external RAM and up-
dates the status LEDs.

The 3579.545 kHz crystal (Y1) determines the frequency of the clock and its output is divided in-
ternally to provide a 500 µs basic timing interval. This time interval forms the dots, dashes, in-
terelement, intercharacter and interword spaces, which all depend on the speed, spacing and
weight for which the Memory Keyer is set from the keypad.

Capacitor C1 and an internal pull-up resistor provide a power-on reset to the microprocessor. Diode
D1 allows capacitor C1 to discharge quickly when the Memory Keyer is turned off.

Port 0 is an address bus for the external RAM, which consists of ICs U2 and U3. This RAM is a
message buffer memory and also stores the last-set keyer parameters.

Port 4 is the data bus for the external RAM and for the LED latch IC U7. This port has a strobe pin
that clocks data into either RAM or the latch, whichever is enabled, when data is output to this
port.

Port 5 is a multipurpose output that selects either the RAM or the LED latch for a "write" operation
or, enables RAM for a "read" operation (bits 6 and 7). It gates the sidetone to the speaker (bit 4)
and determines whether the keyer output will be keyed output will be keyed with the sidetone (bit
5). It also lowers the sidetone pitch when necessary (bit 3) and scans the three keypad columns
(bit 0, 1 and 2).

Port 1 inputs the key pattern from the selected column. Internal pull-ups cause all inputs to be
held high until a key is pressed. When you press a key in the selected column, the low level on the
column line is passed through the switch contacts to the associated bit in port 1. The key is recog-
nized by U1 and the appropriate action taken. The dot/dash paddles are effectively part of the key-
pad matrix, but are handled differently by the microprocessor.

The  TUNE  key is not part of the keypad matrix. It is connected to the external interrupt pin on
U1. This key is active only when the keyer is in "Normal" or "Paused" modes, and only when the
keyer has completed the last character sent. The keyer is then latched in the Tune mode until you
press some other key (or touch a paddle). At this time, the Tune mode is unlatched and that key
performs its normal function.

SIDETONE OSCILLATOR / TOUCH PADDLE CIRCUITRY

OR gate IC U9D, inverter U8B and their associated components form an astable oscillator. This os-
cillator runs continuously while the keyer is turned on the oscillator frequency is manually adjusted
with Pitch control R39. The output of this oscillator is gated through IC U9C by the microprocessor
to transistor Q13 which drives speaker SP201.

The output of the oscillator, which is buffered by transistors Q17 and Q18, also drives the "D" input
and clock input of flip-flop IC U11A and B. With paddle controls R12 and R13 properly set, the D
input will go high just in time for the rising edge of the clock to SET the flip-flops. When you touch
a paddle, your body capacitance is added to delay the D input enough that is still low when the
clock goes high, resetting the associated flip-flop. This turns the transistors Q2 and Q3 on and acts
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as a closed switch in the matrix. When you use external paddles, transistors Q4 or Q5 are turned
off by a paddle closure, also resetting the associated flip-flop, producing the same results.

The oscillator also drives a "charge-pump". This circuit consists of capacitor C2 and C3 and diodes
D2 and D3. These components provide a negative potential to the negative (–) keyer output cir-
cuitry.

OUTPUT CIRCUITRY

OR Gate IC U9B allows the microprocessor to determine whether the output on port 5, bit 4, will
key the output circuitry and sidetone, or just the sidetone. If U9B is enabled, its output will go low
on each dot and dash, turning off transistor Q12. This allows transistor Q14 to turn on through re-
sistors R31 and R32, to key a positive keyline to ground. At the same time, the base of transistor
Q15 goes to near zero volts, turning it off and allowing transistor Q16 to key a negative keyline to
ground. Protective diodes across the two keyer output jacks prevent damage to to the output tran-
sistors if the wrong jack is selected for a particular transmitter. The transmitter would then be
keyed continuously.

POWER SWITCHING CIRCUIT

The power switching circuitry allows the keyer to be turned on and off with a momentary switch. It
also forces the keyer to be off whenever you plug it in and provides automatic turn-off after a pe-
riod of nonuse. Transistor Q8 is a series pass transistor between the diode bridge and the major
part of the circuitry. Note, that IC U6 is connected to the output of the bridge at all times. (It
draws virtually no current itself.) U6B and U6D form an R-S flip-flop which drives ICs U6A and C in
parallel to turn transistor Q8 on or off. When the keyer is plugged in, capacitor C9 will have dis-
charged through diode D13, which holds the output of IC U6D high. Both inputs of U6B will there-
fore be high, making the output of IC U6B low and the output of U6A and C high. This keeps tran-
sistor Q8, and thus the keyer, turned off.

When you press the ON  button, one input of IC U6B goes low and causes its output to go high.
The output of IC U6A and C goes low. This turns transistor Q8 on and supplies power to the keyer.
At the same time, transistor Q9 is turned on and charges capacitor C9. Both inputs of IC U6D are
high and its low output holds the R-S flip-flop in the "on" state when the ON  button is released.
When you leave the keyer on for a period of time, but do not use it, capacitor C9 discharges far
enough to take the input of IC U6D to a low state. The R-S flop-flop now toggles to turn the keyer
off. Transistor Q11 is connected to effectively "push" the ON  button whenever the sidetone
sounds and resets the automatic shutoff interval.

MEMORY BACKUP CIRCUIT

ICs U2 and U3 are "256 × 4" CMOS RAMs connected as a 256 × 8 RAM. They have very low
power consumption in the standby mode. This allows them to retain data with a supply voltage as
low as 2 volts. This standby mode is selected by bringing chip-enable pin CE2 on ICs U2 and U3
low. To insure that data is not lost when the keyer is shut off or loses power, transistors Q6 and Q7
and their associated components sense drop in the supply voltage below the minimum required for
ICs U4 and U5 to remain in regulation and pull CE2 low.

As the collector voltage of transistor Q8 falls, capacitor C7 discharges quickly through diode D7.
When this voltage reaches approximately 8 volts, transistor Q6 and Q7 turn off, allowing CE2 to go
low through resistor R21. As the output of IC U5 falls below the battery voltage, diode D4 be-
comes forward biased and diode D5 reverse biased. (Diode D6 makes up for the voltage drop
across diode D5 when the keyer is on.) The RAM is now in the standby mode. The backup batter-
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ies are only switched in when the keyer is disconnected from its source of power; thus, you can
extend the battery life by leaving the keyer plugged into an AC outlet when it is not in use.

STATUS LEDs

Whenever the status of the keyer is changed, the data in an internal status register is atache into
IC U7 and causes the appropriate LED(s) to light. One of the status bits go low when a digit key is
pressed. This bit turns off transistor Q101 when the keyer is in the Normal mode and dims the
NORM LED as a reminder that the keyer is expecting a function key to be pressed.
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CIRCUIT BOARD X-RAY VIEWS
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DIODES

MAY BE REPLACED
WITH CIRCUIT COMP. NO. IDENTIFICATION

1N4149

GD510

DRS110, 1N5399

1N4002

D1, D5, D6, D7, D13

D2, D3, D4

D201, D202

D8, D9, D11, D12

TIL209 D101...D105

TRANSISTORS

MAY BE REPLACED
WITH CIRCUIT COMP. NO. IDENTIFICATION

2N4121

MPSA42

MPSA20

MPSA05

MPSA55

MPSA93

Q6, Q15

Q14

Q1...Q5, Q7, Q11, Q12, Q101

Q17

Q8, Q9, Q13, Q18

Q16

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MAY BE REPLACED
WITH CIRCUIT COMP. NO. IDENTIFICATION

7805 U4

78L05 U5
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MAY BE REPLACED
WITH CIRCUIT COMP. NO. IDENTIFICATION

CD4011 U6

14013 U11

14049 U8

14071 U9

74LS174 U7
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MAY BE REPLACED
WITH CIRCUIT COMP. NO. IDENTIFICATION

5101 or 51L01 U2, U3

3870 U1

SCHEMATIC OF THE HEATHKIT® SA-5010 µMATIC KEYER
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NOTES:

1. Parts are numbered in the following groups:
1 – 49 Parts on the main circuit board.
100 – 109 Parts on the LED circuit board.
200 – 209 Parts on the case.

2. All resistors are ¼ Watt, 5 % unless marked otherwise.

3. Capacitor values are in µF unless marked otherwise.

4.  This symbol indicates a circuit board ground.

5.  This symbol with a letter or number in it indicates a wire connected to the circuit board.

6.  This symbol indicates a plug-in connection.

* Keypad Switching Pattern IC Vcc and Ground Pin Connections

PRESSED
KEY

PINS
CONNECTED

OFF 9, 14

ON 9, 13

TUNE 1, 9

STOP 2, 6

P/C 6, 11

LOAD 6, 10

SEND 3, 6

WPM 2, 7

SPC'G 3, 7

WT 7, 11

RPT 7, 12

PRAC 6, 12

0 5, 8

1 8, 11

2 4, 8

3 2, 8

4 8, 12

5 8, 10

6 3, 8

7 7, 10

8 5, 7

9 4, 7

IC GND PIN # +5 V PIN # +5 A PIN #

U1 20, 21 40

U2 8 22

U3 8 22

U4

U5

U6 7 14

U7 8 1, 16

U8 8 1

U9 7 14

U11 6, 7, 8 14


